HAWAIIAN FALLS SELECTS STARGUARD ELITE
TO LEAD ALL AQUATIC SAFETY PROGRAMS
FOR THEIR TEXAS WATERPARKS
NOVEMBER 12, 2019
For Immediate Release
ORLANDO, FLA.- StarGuard ELITE (SGE), an industry-leading, aquatic
risk prevention and lifeguard training program, announced today that
Hawaiian Falls will hire StarGuard ELITE exclusively for all lifeguard
training and aquatic safety consulting.
Hawaiian Falls operates five waterparks in North and Central Texas with
locations in Garland, The Colony, Mansfield, Roanoke, and Waco. “We
are constantly looking for opportunities to upgrade our aquatic safety
and are excited to bring StarGuard ELITE’s experience and systems to
our water parks.” said Ryan Forson, Managing Director of Hawaiian
Falls Waterparks.
“At SGE we pride ourselves on creating sustainable safety cultures that
are industry leading,” said Wess Long, President of SGE. “We are
thrilled to work with Hawaiian Falls’ experienced team of water park
professionals who are equally dedicated to creating safe, clean parks,
while also delivering exceptional guest service.”
For all their clients, and now at Hawaiian Falls, StarGuard ELITE’s
Aquatic Risk Prevention program delivers the aquatic industry’s highest
level of comprehensive aquatic safety with the most up to date protocols
based on the latest advances in first responder emergency care and
drowning science. Training programs and certifications include
StarGuard Lifeguard, ELITE Dispatch for slide operations, STAR Basic

Life Support, and more. In addition to certifications, SGE will also
provide operational audits to evaluate each facility’s aquatic safety and
compliance with the programs and standards.
ABOUT STARGUARD ELITE
StarGuard ELITE was formed to provide a complete aquatic risk
prevention and lifeguard training system unmatched in the industry. The
leadership of StarGuard ELITE has traveled the world for decades
helping aquatic facilities operate at an elite level with regard to safety,
training, and risk prevention. StarGuard ELITE provides service to over
300 clients worldwide for aquatic venues of every kind, including
waterparks, public pools, resorts, cruise lines, waterfronts, pool
management companies, and many more aquatic operations.
www.starguardelite.com
ABOUT HAWAIIAN FALLS
Hawaiian Falls operates and provides Hawaiian themed, family friendly
waterpark experiences in the communities in which it serves. The
Hawaiian Falls team is passionate about serving its guests by creating a
clean, safe and fun environment.
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